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In this paper we study the following problem: given a geometric d-simplex  and the set S
of n points in the interior of , ﬁnd a stellar subdivision of , such that the interiors of
all the d-simplices of that subdivision contain equally many points from S .
We introduce the relevant for this problem notion of points being in general position, and
give a precise geometric deﬁnition of the corresponding stellar discriminant. We show that
if points of S are in general position, then such a stellar subdivision always exists, and
present an algorithm to ﬁnd its center using quadratic (in n) time. If the requirement of
being in general position is dropped, this is no longer the case. We give an example where
the minimal gap in the distribution of points in any stellar subdivision is linear in n.
We then apply our result to a variety of contexts, speciﬁcally: fast barycentric embeddings
of geometric simplicial complexes, equipartition problems in tropical geometry, and
maintaining a balanced system of master sensors in a sensor network.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The starting point of the investigation undertaken in this paper was the following result from PL-topology.
Theorem1.1. ([4, Theorem I.2]) Given two ﬁnite geometric simplicial complexes K and L inRd, such that |L| ⊆ |K |, there exist a positive
integer n and a subcomplex L˜ of bdn K , such that L˜ subdivides the complex L.
Here bd denotes the generalized barycentric subdivision, where we are allowed to pick an arbitrary barycenter on any
simplex, see [4, Chapter 1, §B], and Deﬁnition 2.3 below. A natural question which arises in this context is the following:
Determine the minimal possible number of subdivisions η(K , L) for each given pair of geometric simplicial complexes K and L.
To answer this question can be hard even for seemingly elementary situations. Consider for example the case when K
is a d-simplex, and L is the chromatic subdivision of a simplex which was introduced by Herlihy and Shavit, see [5]. We
have found that η(K , L) = 2 for the case d = 2, see Fig. 1.1. In the general case, all that is known is that 2 η(K , L) d+ 1,
where the upper bound is due to Gafni, see [3].
Returning to the general case, we notice that, somewhat curiously, already the case dim L = 0, dim K = 2 is an interesting
and not completely understood case. Our approach in this paper is to consider stellar subdivisions ﬁrst. We shall prove in
Theorem 3.5 that when  is a d-simplex, and S is a set of n points in general position, then there always exists a stellar
subdivision of , such that each of the d+1 top-dimensional simplices contains precisely  nd+1  points from S in its interior.
This is the key result, from which a number of corollaries in various contexts will follow. First, we shall get an asymptotic
result for the number of barycentric subdivisions needed to embed a 0-dimensional complex into a d-dimensional one.
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Secondly, letting the simplex grow inﬁnitely large, our results will imply similar results in tropical geometry, pertaining
to equipartitions of sets of points by a tropical hyperplane. Finally, we shall also present an application to maintaining
a balanced system of master sensors in a sensor network.
We call the locus of the point conﬁgurations which are not in general position with respect to the stellar subdivision
the stellar discriminant. One of the main challenges for the subsequent research could be to describe and analyze the stellar
discriminant from the point of view of arrangement theory, see [9].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Geometric simplicial complexes
For an arbitrary nonempty set A ⊆Rn , let conv(A) denote the convex hull of A; we set conv(∅) := ∅. For a nonnegative
integer d, an embedded d-simplex in Rn is a convex hull of d+ 1 aﬃnely independent points in Rn . Given such d+ 1 aﬃnely
independent points v1, . . . , vd+1, we say that x= λ1v1 +· · ·+λd+1vd+1 is a convex linear combination of v1, . . . , vd+1, when-
ever λ1, . . . , λd+1 are nonnegative real numbers satisfying λ1+· · ·+λd+1 = 1. All convex linear combinations of v1, . . . , vd+1
form the convex hull of v1, . . . , vd+1, which is the d-simplex spanned by v1, . . . , vd+1. Since all the convex linear combi-
nations are distinct, each point in that simplex determines the numbers λ1, . . . , λd+1 uniquely. These are called barycentric
coordinates of x with respect to v1, . . . , vd+1.
Given an embedded d-simplex  = conv(v1, . . . , vd+1), we set V () := {v1, . . . , vd+1}. The interior of , denoted by
int, consists of all the points whose barycentric coordinates are all nonzero; in particular, for d = 0 we get int = v1,
and for d = n − 1 the interior int coincides with the topological interior of . The boundary of , denoted ∂, is taken
to be  \ int. The boundary simplices of  are all conv({vi}i∈I ), for I ⊂ [d+ 1], including I = ∅. Let F() denote the set of
embedded simplices consisting of  together with all its boundary simplices.
A geometric simplicial complex K is a ﬁnite collection of embedded simplices in Rn , such that the following conditions are
satisﬁed:
(1) if σ ∈ K , and δ is a boundary simplex of σ , then δ ∈ K ;
(2) if σ1, σ2 ∈ K , then σ1 ∩ σ2 ∈F(σ1)∩F(σ2).
When K is a geometric simplicial complex we shall often skip the word “embedded” when referring to the simplices
from F(). Let |K | ⊂Rn denote the union of all simplices in K and call |K | the geometric realization of K . In particular, for
an embedded d-simplex , we have |F()| = . For every x ∈ |K | there exists a unique σ ∈ K , such that x ∈ intσ , we call
this simplex σ(K , x), or simply σ(x).
Deﬁnition 2.1. Assume that K is a geometric simplicial complex, and σ ∈ K .
• The open star of σ , denoted ostar(K , σ ), is deﬁned by
ostar(K ,σ ) := {τ ∈ K ∣∣ σ ∈F(τ )}.
• The closed star of σ , denoted star(K , σ ), is deﬁned by
star(K ,σ ) :=
⋃
τ∈ostar(K ,σ )
F(τ ).
• The link of σ , denoted link(K , σ ), is deﬁned by
link(K ,σ ) := {τ ∈ K ∣∣ τ ∈ star(K ,σ ), τ ∩ σ = ∅}.
When we just say the star of σ we shall always mean the closed star. Clearly, star(K , σ ) and link(K , σ ) are again
geometric simplicial complexes.
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ties in n variables. Given a polyhedron, a nonempty polyhedron Q 	= P is called a boundary polyhedron of P if there exists
an open halfspace H such that H ∩ P = ∅ and 
H ∩ P = Q , where 
H denotes the closure of H . A polyhedral complex is a col-
lection of polyhedra Σ , which is closed under taking intersections, and such that whenever P ∈ Σ and Q is a boundary
polyhedron of P , we also have Q ∈ Σ . Dimension of a polyhedron P is the minimal possible dimension of a linear sub-
space containing P ; dimension of a polyhedral complex is the maximal dimension of its member polyhedra. We use the
convention dim∅ = −∞. Given a polyhedral complex Σ , its geometric realization |Σ | is the union of the polyhedra from Σ .
If |Σ1| = |Σ2| for polyhedral complexes Σ1 and Σ2, then dimΣ1 = dimΣ2. Finally, given two polyhedral complexes Σ1
and Σ2, we set Σ1 ∩ Σ2 := {P1 ∩ P2 | P1 ∈ Σ1, P2 ∈ Σ2}. Clearly, Σ1 ∩ Σ2 is again a polyhedral complex and we have
|Σ1 ∩Σ2| = |Σ1| ∩ |Σ2|.
2.2. Subdivisions
Given two geometric simplicial complexes K and L, we say that L is a subdivision of K if |K | = |L| and every simplex
of L is contained in some simplex of K . We now deﬁne a few speciﬁc subdivisions.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let K be a geometric simplicial complex, and a ∈ |K |. The stellar subdivision of K centered at a, denoted by
sd(K ,a), is the geometric simplicial complex obtained from K by replacing the open star of σ(a) with the cone whose apex
is a, and whose base is the link of σ(a).
It follows immediately from the deﬁnition that sd(K ,a) is a subdivision of K in the sense above. When taking the stellar
subdivision the face lattice of K changes, and the change depends only on the simplex σ(a), not on the choice of the
point a. We refer the reader to [1,2] for the precise description as well as connections to combinatorial blowups.
Assume  is an embedded d-simplex whose vertices are ordered, say V () = {e1, . . . , ed+1}, and assume a ∈ int. Let
i(a) denote the d-simplex in sd(F(),a) whose set of vertices is {a}∪V ()\{ei}. Accordingly, the simplices of sd(F(),a)
whose interiors cover the interior of  are indexed by nonempty subsets of [d + 1], namely, we set I (a) :=⋂i∈I i(a),
for all ∅ 	= I ⊆ [d + 1], in particular, {i}(a) = i(a), for all i ∈ [d + 1], and [d+1] = {a}. When the center of the stellar
subdivision is clear, we shall omit its mentioning and simply write i and I .
Similarly to the stellar case, we allow an arbitrary choice of subdivision centers in the deﬁnition of the barycentric
subdivision.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Assume that we have is a geometric simplicial complex K , and a function f : K \ {∅} → |K |, such that
f () ∈ int, for all  ∈ K \ {∅}. The barycentric subdivision of K with respect to f , denoted bd(K , f ), is the geometric
simplicial complex whose simplices are convex hulls of sets { f (δ1), . . . , f (δt)}, ranging over all possible chains of simplices
δ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ δt , where δi ∈ K , for all i ∈ [t].
Again, for any function f satisfying conditions of Deﬁnition 2.3, the geometric simplicial complex bd(K , f ) is a subdivi-
sion of K in the sense above.
It is easy to see that bd(K , f ) can be obtained by the following sequence of stellar subdivisions: let d be the dimension
of K , perform the stellar subdivisions of all d-simplices of K picking the values of f as corresponding centers, then perform
the stellar subdivisions of all (d − 1)-simplices of K , and so on, until the dimension 1 is reached. Alternatively, one could
take any inverse linear extension of the face poset of K and perform stellar subdivision along that extension, taking values
of f as corresponding centers.
We refer the reader to the author’s monograph [7], for further concepts of combinatorial topology used in the rest of the
paper and proceed now with the more technical details.
2.3. Barycentric coordinate representation of stellar subdivisions
Consider an embedded d-simplex . Assume that points x and a belong to the interior of . We would like to describe,
in terms of the barycentric coordinates of x and a, which of the simplices of sd(F(),a) contains the point x in its interior.
Without loss of generality we may assume that  is the standard simplex in Rd+1. In this case V () = {e1, . . . , ed+1} is the
set of the vertices of , where each ei is the unit vector on the i-th axis, the barycentric coordinates with respect to V ()
coincide with the regular ones.
Assume a = (a1, . . . ,ad+1), and x = (x1, . . . , xd+1). Since the point a lies in the interior of , we have ai > 0, for all
i = 1, . . . ,d + 1, so we can consider fractions x1/a1, . . . , xd+1/ad+1.
Lemma 2.4. In the situation above, we have x ∈ i(a) if and only if the minimummin1 jd+1 x j/a j is achieved at xi/ai . In particular,
set I := {i | xi/ai =min1 jd+1 x j/a j}, then I indexes the simplex of sd(F(),a) whose interior contains x, i.e., using our notations,
I (a) = σ(sd(F(),a), x).
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xi = ai for all i, and so x= a.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Given 1 i  d + 1, set V := {a} ∪ V () \ {ei}. The points of i(a) are given by all the convex linear
combinations of V . Pick a speciﬁc point x = (x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ i(a), x= λaa+∑ j=1,...,n
j 	=i
λ je j . Then
x j
a j
=
{
λa, for i = j;
λa + λ j/a j, for i 	= j.
Since λ j  0, for all j, we see that min1 jd+1 x j/a j as achieved by xi/ai , as well as all x j/a j , for which λ j = 0. This proves
all the statements of the lemma. 
2.4. Points in general position and discriminants
Let again  denote the standard simplex in Rd+1. Assume that i, j ∈ [d + 1], i 	= j, and v ∈ int, v = (v1, . . . , vd+1).
Let H˜(i, j, v) denote the hyperplane spanned by v and the points V () \ {ei, e j}; that hyperplane is given by the equation
xi/vi = x j/v j . Let He denote the hyperplane given by the equation x1 + · · · + xd+1 = 1, and set H(i, j, v) := He ∩ H˜(i, j, v).
Clearly, H(i, j, v) is an aﬃne hyperplane in He . Let H+(i, j, v) denote the closed halfspace in He bounded by H(i, j, v)
which does not contain the vertex ei; it consists of all points (x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ He , such that xi/vi  x j/v j .
Given 1 i < j  d + 1, we set
Di, j(v) := int∩ H(i, j, v)∩
⋂
1kd+1
k 	=i, j
H+(k, i, v). (2.1)
In other words, Di, j(v) consists of all the points x= (x1, . . . , xd+1) of int, satisfying
xi
vi
= x j
v j
 xk
vk
, for all k ∈ [d + 1] \ {i, j}. (2.2)
From this description it is clear that Di, j(v) is a bounded polyhedron of dimension d − 1. Let us now describe its
polyhedral structure. For all I ⊆ [d + 1], such that |I| d we set
wI (v) := span
(
v, {ei}i∈I
)∩ span({ei}i /∈I),
where the spans are taken inside of the hyperplane He . The coordinates of wI (v) are obtained by setting the coordinates
of v indexed by the set I to 0, and scaling the rest of the coordinates so as to obtain the sum 1. In particular, we have
w∅(v) := v , and w[d+1]\{i}(v) = ei , for all i ∈ [d + 1].
With these notations, we see that the set of vertices of the polyhedron Di, j(v) is precisely {w J (v)} J , where we take
all J satisfying J ⊆ [d + 1] \ {i, j}. More generally, for an arbitrary I ⊆ [d + 1], such that I 	= ∅, we set
DI (v) := conv
({
w J (v)
}
J
)
, (2.3)
where the index of w J (v) ranges over all subsets J ⊆ [d+ 1], such that J ∩ I = ∅. In particular, D[d+1](v) = v , while D{i}(v)
is the star of ei in bd(, f ), with f :  \ {∅} → || given by f (I) = wI (v). It is easy to see that dim DI (v) = d + 1 − |I|,
speciﬁcally DI (v) consists of points x = (x1, . . . , xd+1) satisfying
xi
vi
= x j
v j
, for all i, j ∈ I, and xi
vi
 xk
vk
, for all i ∈ I, k /∈ I. (2.4)
Furthermore, it follows from (2.3) that
k⋂
j=1
DI j (v) = D⋃k
j=1 I j
(v), (2.5)
for arbitrary nonempty sets I1, . . . , Ik ⊆ [d + 1], for all j = 1, . . . ,k. We shall need the following properties of the polyhe-
dra DI (v).
Proposition 2.5. Assume x and v are points in the interior of a d-simplex, and the subset I ⊆ [d + 1] is nonempty, then we have
x ∈ DI (v) ⇔ v ∈ I (x). (2.6)
Furthermore, whenever x ∈ I (v), we have DI (v) ⊆ DI (x).
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Fig. 2.2. The forbidden point conﬁgurations for d = 2.
Proof. The equivalence in (2.6) is obtained by comparing the statement of Lemma 2.4 with the coordinate description
of DI (v) which we gave in (2.4).
Assume now x ∈ I (v), and let x = (x1, . . . , xd+1), v = (v1, . . . , vd+1). Pick y ∈ DI (v), y = (y1, . . . , yd+1). Since x ∈ I (v),
we see that the minimum of {xi/vi}i∈[d+1] is achieved by i ∈ I . On the other hand, since y ∈ DI (v), we see that the
maximum of {yi/vi}i∈[d+1] is achieved by i ∈ I . Combining these yields that the maximum of {yi/xi}i∈[d+1] is achieved by
i ∈ I , implying that y ∈ DI (x). 
Deﬁnition 2.6. Given a d-simplex , and a collection S of points in the interior of , we set
D(v) :=
⋃
1i< jd+1
Di, j(v) and D(S) :=
⋃
v∈S
D(v).
We call D(v) the discriminant of the point v , and we call D(S) the discriminant of the point conﬁguration S .
We see that D(v) is isomorphic to a cubical complex, that all the maximal cubes in D(v) contain the vertex v , and
that the link of v in D(v) is isomorphic to the (d − 2)-dimensional skeleton of the d-simplex. Furthermore, we set D̂(S) :=
(int) \ D(S). See Fig. 2.1 for examples of discriminants of points and point conﬁgurations.
Deﬁnition 2.7. Given a d-simplex , and a collection S of points in the interior of , we say that points S are in general
position if and only if the discriminants D(v), for v ∈ S , intersect transversely. Speciﬁcally, for any S˜ ⊂ S , we require that
dim
⋂
v∈ S˜
D(v) d − |˜S|. (2.7)
If d = 1 any point conﬁguration is in general position. If d = 2, the points of S are in general position if and only if two
conditions are satisﬁed, see Fig. 2.2:
(1) any line spanned by a point from S and a vertex of  contains no other points from S;
(2) there does not exist a constellation of three points x1, x2, x3 ∈ S , such that the three lines span(e1, x1), span(e2, x2),
and span(e3, x3) intersect in one point, which does not belong to any of the convex hulls conv(e1, x1), conv(e2, x2), and
conv(e3, x3).
Let D(n) ⊂ n denote the locus of point conﬁgurations which are not in general position. We call D(n) the stellar
discriminant. While the stellar discriminant is deﬁned geometrically, and Eqs. (2.2) additionally provide a precise algebraic
description, it would be useful to have a more combinatorial description, in the spirit of arrangement theory, see [9], of
that algebraic variety, and possibly use that to compute associated algebro-topological invariants. Being an interesting and
probably hard problem it lies outside the scope of the current investigation.
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First, we deﬁne the point distribution function ξv,S : 2[d+1] \ {∅} → 2S by setting
ξv,S(I) := S ∩ intI (v).
Obviously, the sets ξv,S (I) are disjoint, and we have
∑
I⊆[d+1] |ξv,S(I)| = n. Since usually the set S will be ﬁxed, we shall
sometimes omit it as index and simply write ξv . Reversely, we deﬁne the point location function ϕv,S : S → 2[d+1] \ {∅}, by
setting ϕv,S(x) to be the set I ⊆ [d + 1] such that x ∈ intI (v). Clearly, we have ξv,S (I) = ϕ−1v,S (I). Again, when S is clear,
we write ϕv instead of ϕv,S .
Fix the set S , the vertex v = (v1, . . . , vd+1) ∈ int, and let ∅ 	= A ⊂ [d + 1]. Let wA = (wA1 , . . . ,wAd+1) be the vector
in Rd+1 deﬁned by
wAi =
{−vi, if i ∈ A,
cvi, if i /∈ A, (2.8)
for all i ∈ [d + 1], where the constant c is chosen so that wA lies on the hyperplane x1 + · · · + xd+1 = 0, i.e., c :=∑
i∈A vi/
∑
i /∈A vi .
Proposition 2.8. Given the set S, the vertex v, and the set ∅ 	= A ⊂ [d + 1] as above, there exists a constant N > 0, such that for any
0< ε < N, setting v˜ := v + ε wA will yield the formulae
ϕv˜(x) =
{
ϕv(x), if ϕv(x) ⊆ A,
ϕv(x)∩ ([d + 1] \ A), otherwise, (2.9)
for all x ∈ S, and hence accordingly
ξv˜(I) =
{
ξv(I), if I ⊆ A,⋃
I⊆T⊆I∪A ξv(T ), if I ∩ A = ∅,
0, otherwise,
(2.10)
for all I ⊆ [d + 1].
Proof. Eq. (2.10) follows directly from Eq. (2.9), so we just prove the latter. By the choice of w , the point v˜ will lie in the
hyperplane He for any choice of ε. To start with we assume that N is suﬃciently small so that v˜ still lies in the interior
of .
Assume v = (v1, . . . , vd+1) and v˜ = (v˜1, . . . , v˜d+1). We have
v˜ i =
{
vi(1− ε), if i ∈ A;
vi(1+ cε), if i /∈ A. (2.11)
In particular,
vi
v j
= v˜ i
v˜ j
, if both i, j ∈ A or both i, j /∈ A. (2.12)
According to Lemma 2.4, max1id+1 vi/xi is achieved on the index set ϕv(x). If ϕv(x) ⊆ A, then (2.11) together with (2.12)
implies that v˜ i/xi = v˜ j/x j , whenever i, j ∈ ϕv(x). We see that max1id+1 v˜ i/xi is still achieved on the same index set
ϕv(x), as long as ε is chosen so small that vi/xi > v j/x j implies v˜ i/xi > v˜ j/x j , for all i, j ∈ [d + 1].
We can thus write ϕv(x) = B∪C , where B = ϕv(x)∩ A, C = ϕv(x)∩([d+1]\ A), and assume that C 	= ∅. Again, choosing ε
so small that vi/xi > v j/x j implies v˜ i/xi > v˜ j/x j , for all i, j ∈ [d+1], ensures that ϕv˜(x) ⊆ ϕv(x). This time however, we get
v˜ i/xi < v˜ j/x j , whenever i ∈ B , j ∈ C , and we get v˜ i/xi = v˜ j/x j , when i, j ∈ C . Hence we conclude that ϕv˜(x) = C , completing
the veriﬁcation of (2.9). 
For later use, we remark that, for ﬁxed value of d, the complexity of ﬁnding a suitable constant N is O (n2).
Deﬁnition 2.9. When ε is taken to be as small as Proposition 2.8 requires, we shall call v˜ an A-bifurcation of the point v .
One can think of an A-bifurcation as “moving the point v a little bit away from vertices in A.” The outcome of this will be
that no vertices of S are “shared between A and its complement,” i.e., for all x ∈ S , we have ϕv(x) ⊆ A or ϕv(x) ⊆ [d+1] \ A.
If this was already the case, the A-bifurcation would not change the function ϕv . In such a situation, we may want to keep
moving the point v away from A until the ﬁrst change in the function ϕv .
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and, additionally, there exists x ∈ S , such that ϕv(x) ⊆ A. Let wA ∈Rd+1 be given by (2.8), and let ε be the smallest positive
number such that ϕv˜ 	= ϕv as a function, where v˜ = v + ε wA . We call v˜ the A-maxibifurcation of v .
Unlike the case of a bifurcation, we cannot say precisely what happens to the function ϕ when a maxibifurcation is
performed. The next proposition summarizes what can be said.
Proposition 2.11. Assume v˜ is the A-maxibifurcation of v. Then ϕv˜(x) = ϕv(x), for all x ∈ S such that ϕv(x) is contained in the
complement of A, and ϕv˜(x) ∩ A = ϕv(x), for all x ∈ S such that ϕv(x) is contained in A. Furthermore, there exists x ∈ S such that
ϕv(x) ⊆ A and ϕv˜(x) 	= ϕv(x).
Proof. The argument is similar to that of Proposition 2.8. The main difference is that ε is not small anymore, so it should
happen that for some point x ∈ S , and for some i, j ∈ [d + 1] we have vi/xi > v j/x j , but v˜ i/xi = v˜ j/x j . Due to (2.11) this
will not happen for a point x ∈ S , such that ϕv(x) ⊆ [d+ 1] \ A. Hence it will have to happen for one or several points x ∈ S ,
such that ϕv(x) ⊆ A. For these points the sets ϕv(x) will increase by some indices from the complement of A. This proves
all the statements of the proposition. 
Clearly, the complexity of performing a maxibifurcation is O (n) as well.
3. Stellar equipartitions of points in general position
3.1. Hypergraph associated to a stellar subdivision
Let Gv,S denote the characteristic hypergraph of the function ξv,S . Speciﬁcally, we have V (Gv,S ) := [d+1], and the set of
hyperedges is given by the following rule: for T ⊆ [d+1], such that |T | 2, we have T ∈ E(Gv,S ) if and only if |ξv,S(T )| 1.
Clearly, Gv,S has no hyperedges if and only if v ∈ D̂(S).
Deﬁnition 3.1. We call a hypergraph G acyclic if there do not exist a sequence of vertices i1, . . . , im ∈ V (G), for m 2, and
a sequence of distinct hyperedges T1, . . . , Tm ∈ E(G), such that i1, im ∈ Tm , and i j, i j+1 ∈ T j , for j ∈ [m− 1].
In particular, taking m = 2 in Deﬁnition 3.1, we see that the hyperedges of an acyclic hypergraph cannot have an inter-
section of cardinality more than 1, in particular, they cannot contain each other.
Lemma 3.2. Let  be a geometric d-simplex, d  1, and let S be collection of n points in general position in int. Then the hyper-
graph Gv,S is acyclic, and, furthermore, |ξv,S(T )| 1 for all T ⊆ [d + 1] such that |T | 2.
Proof. Assume that we are given i1, . . . , im ∈ [d + 1], T1, . . . , Tm ⊆ [d + 1], and x1, . . . , xm ∈ S , such that the following
conditions are true
• xi 	= x j , for all i 	= j, i, j ∈ [d + 1];
• xm ∈ i1,im (v), and xk ∈ ik,ik+1(v), for all 1 km− 1;• i1, im ∈ Tm , and ik, ik+1 ∈ Tk , for all 1 km− 1.
We want to show that this is impossible when the points of S are in general position. Since xk ∈ ik,ik+1 (v), for k = 1, . . . ,
m − 1, and xm ∈ im,i1(v), by Proposition 2.5 we have Di1,i2 (x1) ⊇ Di1,i2 (v), Di2,i3(x2) ⊇ Di2,i3(v), . . . , Dim−1,im (xm−1) ⊇
Dim−1,im (v), and Dim,i1(xm) ⊇ Dim,i1(v). Therefore,(
m−1⋂
j=1
Di j ,i j+1(x j)
)
∩ Dim,i1(xm) ⊇
(
m−1⋂
j=1
Di j ,i j+1(v)
)
∩ Dim,i1(v) = DI (v). (3.1)
Since the points of S are assumed to be in general position, the inequality (2.7) says that the dimension of the left hand
side of (3.1) is less than or equal to d−m. On the other hand, dim DI (v) = d+ 1− |I| = d+ 1−m, yielding a contradiction.
Assume now that there exists a set T ⊆ [d+1], such that |T | 2, and |ξv,S (T )| 2. We can then choose distinct i1, i2 ∈ T
and distinct x1, x2 ∈ S , such that x1, x2 ∈ i1,i2 (v). Using the argument above for m = 2 we see that this is impossible.
Finally, assume that the hypergraph Gv,S is not acyclic, and pick a sequence of vertices i1, . . . , im ∈ V (G), and a se-
quence of distinct hyperedges T1, . . . , Tm ∈ E(G), which satisfy conditions of Deﬁnition 3.1. Pick now x1, . . . , xm ∈ S such
that ϕv,S (xm) = Tm , and ϕv,S (xk) = Tk , for all 1 km − 1. All the xi ’s must be distinct, since they belong to disjoint sets
intTi (v), for i = 1, . . . ,m. Again this yields a contradiction with the argument above. 
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singularities if the hypergraph Gv,S does not have hyperedges of cardinality 3 and higher; in other words, it is simply
a graph.
Before proceeding with the main theorem we need one more technical result.
Proposition 3.4. Assume S is a collection of points in int in general position, and a point v ∈ int has simple singularities. Assume
furthermore that e = (i, j) is a bridge of Gv,S . Then, there exists a point v˜ ∈ int which has simple singularities, such that G v˜,S is
a graph obtained from Gv,S by deleting the edge e. Moreover, let x ∈ S be such that ϕv,S (x) = {i, j}, then ϕv˜,S (y) = ϕv,S(y) for all
y ∈ S, y 	= x, and ϕv˜,S(x) = {i}.
Proof. Let A denote the set of vertices of Gv,S which can be reached from the vertex i without using the edge e. We set v˜
to be an A-bifurcation of v . If T ⊆ [d + 1] such that T ∩ A 	= ∅, T ∩ ([d + 1] \ A) 	= ∅, and T 	= {i, j}, then since e is a bridge
we have ξv,S (T ) = 0. The statement follows now directly from Proposition 2.8. 
When performing the A-bifurcation described in the proof of Proposition 3.4 we shall say that we are discharging the
edge e towards the vertex i.
3.2. Constructing equipartitions and near-equipartitions
For an arbitrary point v ∈ int we set pi(v, S) := |ξv,S ({i})|, for all 1  i  d + 1, and furthermore we set E(v, S) :=
(p1(v, S), . . . , pd+1(v, S)) ∈ Zd+10 . For an arbitrary E ∈ Zd+10 , E = (p1, . . . , pd+1), we set max(E) :=max1id+1 pi , and set
Ind(E) := {i ∈ [d + 1] ∣∣ pi(E) =max(E)},
Ind−(E) := {i ∈ [d + 1] ∣∣ pi(E) =max(E)− 1}.
Clearly, the set Ind(E) is always nonempty, while the set Ind−(E) might be empty. Finally, let Ω(S) denote the set of all
vectors E(v, S), when v is any point in int. We can now formulate the main theorem for the conﬁgurations of points in
general position.
Theorem 3.5. Let  be a geometric d-simplex, d  1, and let S be collection of n points in int in general position. There exists
a point a, such that the interior of each of the d-simplices of sd(F(),a) contains precisely  nd+1  points from S.
Proof. The case d = 1 is obvious, so assume that d 2. Note that D̂(S) is a disjoint union of open polyhedra, and the vector
E(a) depends only on the choice of such an open polyhedron, in which the point a is lying.
Let Γ ∈ int be the set consisting of all points v , which have simple singularities, and such that whenever (i, j) is
an edge of Gv,S , then either i, j ∈ Ind(E(v, S)), or i, j ∈ Ind−(E(v, S)); i.e.,
E(Gv,S) ⊆ Ind
(
E(v, S)
)× Ind(E(v, S))∪ Ind−(E(v, S))× Ind−(E(v, S)).
Clearly, Γ ⊇ D̂(S), in particular, Γ is not an empty set. For v ∈ Γ , let Gmv,S denote the subgraph of Gv,S induced by the
vertices Ind(E(v, S)), and let G−v,S denote the subgraph of Gv,S induced by the vertices Ind
−(E(v, S)). Since the points of S
are in general position, Lemma 3.2 implies that both graphs Gmv,S and G
−
v,S are forests.
We now pick v ∈ Γ , such that
(1) max(E(v, S)) is the minimal possible among all choices v ∈ Γ ;
(2) the cardinality |E(Gmv,S )| is minimal possible among those v ∈ Γ which satisfy (1);
(3) the cardinality | Ind(E(v, S))| is minimal possible among those v ∈ Γ which satisfy (1) and (2).
Clearly, such a choice of v ∈ Γ can always be made, although it will usually not be unique.
Let v1 be the Ind(E(v, S))-maxibifurcation of v . The effect of a maxibifurcation has been described in Proposition 2.11.
According to that, the only points of S where ϕv,S may differ from ϕv1,S either lie in i(v) for i ∈ Ind(E(v, S)) or in i, j(v),
where (i, j) is an edge of Gmv,S , and by Lemma 3.2, for every such a pair (i, j) there is at most 1 such vertex from S . Given
the vertex v1, we can bifurcate back some of these changes. Note that the graph Gv,S does not change when we perform
a C-bifurcation, where C is any connected component of Gv,S .
This means that we can perform a series of bifurcations to obtain v2, such that there exist a connected component A of
Gmv,S and a connected component B of Gv,S outside of G
m
v,S , such that
• all the points x ∈ S on which ϕv2,S differs from ϕv,S lie either in i(v) for i ∈ A or in i, j(v), where (i, j) is an edge
of A;
• for these points, the difference ϕv2,S (x) \ ϕv,S(x) lies in B .
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ϕv,S(x) (the latter must be a vertex or an edge). Due to acyclicity of Gv1,S , we have ϕv1,S(x) = ϕv,S (x) ∪ {l}, for some
l ∈ [d + 1] \ Ind(E(v, S)). Let B be the connected component of Gv,S containing l. Set C := ([d + 1] \ Ind(E(v, S))) ∪ A and
D := [d + 1] \ (Ind(E(v, S)) ∪ B). The vertex v2 can now be constructed from v1 by ﬁrst taking a C-bifurcation and then
taking a D-bifurcation of the obtained vertex.
Even stronger, since the hypergraph Gv2,S is acyclic, we must have one of the two situations:
Case I. There exist k ∈ Ind(E(v, S)), l ∈ [d + 1] \ Ind(E(v, S)), and x ∈ S , such that ϕv,S (x) = {k}, ϕv2,S (x) = {k, l}, and
ϕv,S (y) = ϕv2,S (y), for all y ∈ S \ {x}.
Case II. There exist k1,k2 ∈ Ind(E(v, S)), l ∈ [d + 1] \ Ind(E(v, S)), and x ∈ S , such that ϕv,S (x) = {k1,k2}, ϕv2,S(x) ={k1,k2, l}, and ϕv,S(y) = ϕv2,S(y), for all y ∈ S \ {x}.
We start by settling Case I. In this situation we have E(v2, S) = E(v, S) − ek , and Gv2,S is obtained from Gv,S by adding
the edge (k, l). We break up our argument in considering 4 cases.
Case 1. Assume that l /∈ Ind−(E(v, S)) and k is an isolated vertex of Gmv,S .
Let v3 be obtained from v2 by discharging the edge (k, l) to l. Then pl goes up by 1, but since l /∈ Ind−(E(v, S)) that
does not change Ind(E(v, S)). On the other hand, since k had no edges connecting it to other vertices, the vertex v3 lies
in Γ . If | Ind(E(v, S))| = 1, then max(E(v, S)) > max(E(v3, S)). If | Ind(E(v, S))|  2, then max(E(v, S)) = max(E(v3, S)),
|E(Gmv,S )| = |E(Gmv3,S)|, and | Ind(E(v, S))| > | Ind(E(v3, S))|. In either case we get a contradiction with the minimality of the
choice of v .
Case 2. Assume that l /∈ Ind−(E(v, S)) and k is not an isolated vertex of Gmv,S .
We choose v3 as in the previous case. The difference is that now v3 does not lie in Γ , as there are edges connecting k,
which is in Ind−(E(v3, S)), to vertices in Ind(E(v3, S)). We rectify the situation by choosing some k˜ ∈ Ind(E(v3, S)), such
that (k, k˜) ∈ Gv3,S , and discharging the edge (k, k˜) to k. The obtained vertex v4 is in Γ , since k ∈ Ind(E(v4, S)). We have
max(E(v, S)) =max(E(v4, S)) and |E(Gmv4,S)| = |E(Gmv,S )| − 1, yielding a contradiction to the choice of v .
Case 3. Assume that l ∈ Ind−(E(v, S)) and k is an isolated vertex of Gmv,S .
In this case, already the vertex v2 is in Γ . If | Ind(E(v, S))| = 1, then max(E(v, S)) >max(E(v2, S)). If | Ind(E(v, S))| 2,
then max(E(v, S)) =max(E(v2, S)), |E(Gmv,S )| = |E(Gmv2,S)|, and | Ind(E(v, S))| > | Ind(E(v2, S))|. In either case we get a con-
tradiction with the minimality of the choice of v .
Case 4. Assume that l ∈ Ind−(E(v, S)) and k is not an isolated vertex of Gmv,S .
This is the most interesting of the four cases. Again, the vertex v2 is not in Γ . We have k ∈ Ind−(E(v2, S)). Choose
some k˜ ∈ Ind(E(v2, S)), such that (k, k˜) ∈ E(Gv2,S). Let T denote the connected component of Gv,S containing l. We know
that T is a tree. Take l to be the root of T , and orient all the edges in T away from l. Let v3 be obtained from v2
by the following sequence of discharges: discharge the edge (k, k˜) to k, then discharge the edge (k, l) to l, then, starting
from l and following standard breadth-ﬁrst search, we discharge all the edges of T to their respective target vertices. Note
that | Ind(E(v3, S))| = | Ind(E(v, S))| + |T |. We have max(E(v, S)) = max(E(v3, S)), and |E(Gmv3,S )| = |E(Gmv,S )| − 1, yielding
a contradiction to the choice of v .
Let us now settle Case II. Here we have (k1,k2) ∈ E(Gmv,S ), and Gv2,S is obtained from Gv,S by replacing (k1,k2) with the
hyperedge {k1,k2, l}. Let v3 be the Ind(E(v, S))-bifurcation of v2. The point x will move from k1,k2,l(v2) to {l}(v3), so v3
has only simple singularities. We can describe the function ξv3,S directly:
• ξv3,S(T ) = ξv,S (T ), for all T 	= {k1,k2}, {l};• ξv3,S({k1,k2}) = ∅;• ξv3,S({l}) = ξv,S ({k1,k2}) = {x}.
If l ∈ Ind−(E(v, S)), then v3 may not lie in Γ . We ﬁx that in the same way as in the case 4 above. Namely, assume C is
the connected component of Gv,S containing the vertex l. Since Gv,S is acyclic, C must be a tree. Choose l to be the root
of that tree, and orient all the edges of C away from the root. Let v4 be the result of discharging all edges of C in their
respective directions. If C consists of l only, or if l /∈ Ind−(E(v2, S)), we just set v4 := v3. We have v4 ∈ Γ . We can see now
that max(E(v4, S)) =max(E(v, S)), but |E(Gmv4,S)| = |E(Gmv,S )| − 1, leading to a contradiction with the choice of v . 
When d is ﬁxed, the algorithm in the proof of Theorem 3.5 will reduce max(E(v, S)) in a constant number of steps.
Therefore, the total number of steps is O (n), and we see that the complexity of the algorithm is O (n2).
Corollary 3.6. Let  be a geometric d-simplex, d  1, and let S be collection of n points in int in general position. For an arbitrary
π = (π1, . . . ,πd+1) ∈ Zd+10 , such that π1 + · · · +πd+1 = n, there exists a point aπ , such that p(aπ , S) = π ; i.e.,
Ω(S) ⊇ {(x1, . . . , xd+1) ∈ Zd+10 ∣∣ x1 + · · · + xd+1 = |S|}.
Proof. Apply the argument of Theorem 3.5, replacing the function E : int → Zd+1 by the function E −π . 0
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Corollary 3.7. Let  be a geometric d-simplex, d  1, and let S be collection of n points in general position from . Then the number
of connected components of D̂(S) is equal to
(n+d
d
)
.
Proof. Given v1, v2 ∈ D̂(S), such that E(v1, S) = E(v2, S), it follows from Lemma 2.4 that also for any convex combination
w = λv1 + (1−λ)v2, 1 λ 0, we have E(w, S) = E(v1, S). This means that different connected components of D̂(S) must
have different vectors E(−, S). Since, by Corollary 3.6, any such vector is realized. We conclude that it is realized by precisely
one component. From elementary enumerative combinatorics we know that the number of vectors π = (π1, . . . ,πd+1) ∈
Z
d+1
0 , such that π1 + · · · +πd+1 = n, is
(n+d
d
)
, hence so is the number of connected components of D̂(S). 
4. Points in non-general position
4.1. Point sets with linear gap in the stellar distribution
When d = 1 any conﬁguration of points is in general position. For d = 2, any conﬁguration of at most 3 points can be
equipartitioned by a stellar subdivision. On the left hand side of Fig. 4.1 we give the smallest example of a conﬁguration of
points which are not in general position, for which there is no stellar equipartition. On the right hand side of Fig. 4.1 we
give an example of a conﬁguration of points with a linear gap in the stellar distribution.
4.2. Stellar properly reducing partitions
As mentioned above, if the points are not in general position then no equipartition needs to exist. Even more, we cannot
guarantee the existence of a stellar partition sd(F(), v) where the differences between pi(v, S) do not exceed a ﬁxed
constant.
On the positive side, we can always ﬁnd a stellar subdivision avoiding many points, falling within the same simplex.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let  be a d-simplex, S is a collection of points in int, and v ∈ int. We say that the stellar subdivision
sd(F(), v) is properly reducing if max(E(v, S)) n/(d + 1).
We now set
mmax(S) :=min
v∈ max
(
E(v, S)
)
. (4.1)
Let Σ denote the set of points v ∈ , such that max(E(v, S)) = mmax(S). If the point v˜ is suﬃciently close to the point v ,
then E(v˜, S) E(v, S). Hence, the complement of Σ is open, and therefore Σ is compact.
Consider further the function η :  → (0,∞), where η(v) is equal to the volume of ⋃i∈Ind(E(v,S)) i . The function η
is left-continuous in the following sense: for any point v ∈ , and any positive number ε there exists an open neighbor-
hood N(v) of v , such that η(N(v)) ⊆ (η(v)− ε,∞). This is because changing v suﬃciently little will only possibly increase
values in E(v, S), hence Ind(E(v˜, S)) ⊇ Ind(E(v, S)), for all v˜ ∈ N(v), and the volume of each i , i ∈ Ind(E(v, S)), changes
little.
Theorem 4.2. For a given d-simplex , and an arbitrary collection of points S in int, we have mmax(S)  nd+1 , in other words,
there always exists a properly reducing stellar subdivision.
Proof. Since Σ is compact and η is left-continuous, the restriction η|Σ achieves its minimum at some point in Σ . Assume
that this minimum is achieved at v ∈ span(V () \ {ei}), for some 1  i  d + 1. Let v˜ be the ([d + 1] \ {i})-bifurcation
of v . Since i is degenerate, it does not contain any points from S . Therefore, E(v˜, S) = E(v, S), and η(v˜) < η(v), yielding
a contradiction to the choice of v .
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argument as an algorithmic procedure. We start by setting v0 := v , I1 := Ind(E(v, S)), and k := 1. As long as I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ik 	=
[d + 1] we repeat the following step. Set Ak := I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ik , and let vk be an Ak-bifurcation of v . Furthermore, set
Ik+1 :=
{
i
∣∣ pi(vk, S)mmax(S)} \ Ak.
If Ik+1 is empty, then Ind(E(vk, S)) = Ind(E(v, S)), as pi(vk, S) = pi(v, S) for all i ∈ Ak , implying that η(vk) < η(v). Since
also max(E(vk, S)) = max(E(v, S)) = mmax(S) we obtain a contradiction to the minimality of η(v). Thus, we may assume
that the set Ik+1 is nonempty.
From the general properties of bifurcations we have∑
T∈ J i
∣∣ξv(T )∣∣= pi(vk, S)mmax(S), for all i ∈ Ik+1, (4.2)
where J i denotes the closed interval [{i}, Ak ∪{i}] in the Boolean lattice Bd+1. We now increase k by 1 and repeat the above
step. Since at each step the set Ik+1 is nonempty, the process will terminate after ﬁnitely many steps.
Assume now the process has terminated after s steps, yielding the partition I1∪· · ·∪ Is = [d+1], and hence also intervals
J1, . . . , Jd+1. Clearly, these intervals are disjoint, hence using (4.2) we obtain
n =
∑
T⊆[d+1]
∣∣ξv(T )∣∣ d+1∑
i=1
∑
T∈ J i
∣∣ξv(T )∣∣ d+1∑
i=1
mmax(S) = (d + 1)mmax S,
implying nd+1  S . 
We remark that the bound n/(d + 1) in Theorem 4.2 is optimal, as the following example demonstrates. Let k be any
positive integer, and let S consist of k(d + 1) points in general position. Since each point of int lies in the intersection of
at most d discriminants of points from S , at most d points from S will lie on the (d− 1)-skeleton of any stellar subdivision.
Thus, there will be at least kd + 1 points from S left to be distributed among the d + 1 d-simplices formed by the stellar
subdivision, implying that at least one of the simplices will have to contain at least k points from S .
When actually looking for a point v such that max(E(v, S)) = mmax(S) one can always restrict oneself to the following
set of ﬁnitely many points.
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let  be a d-simplex, S is a collection of points in int. We call 0-skeleton of D(S) the secondary conﬁg-
uration associated to S .
As we noticed above, when the point v is moving along the same open polyhedra in the polyhedral structure of D(S),
the vector E(v, S) remains constant; furthermore when v moves to a lower-dimensional polyhedron on the boundary, some
of the entries of E(v) may get smaller, as some points of S may move to the d-skeleton of sd(F(), v), other entries of
E(v, S) will remain the same. In particular, this implies that there exists a point v in the secondary conﬁguration associated
to S , such that mmax(S) =max(E(v, S)).
5. Applications of stellar equipartitions
5.1. Equipartitions by a tropical hyperplane
We shall now apply our results in the context of tropical geometry, see [6,10]. Recall that a tropical semiring is the triple
(R∪ {∞},⊕,), where the operations ⊕ and  are deﬁned by
x⊕ y := min(x, y), x y := x+ y.
A tropical monomial is a function a xα11 · · · xαdd = a+α1x1 +· · ·+αdxd . A tropical polynomial is a ﬁnite sum of tropical
monomials, that is a function
p(x1, . . . , xd) = a xα11  · · ·  xαdd + b  xβ11  · · ·  xβdd + · · ·
=min(a + α1x1 + · · · + αdxd,b + β1x1 + · · · + βdxd, . . .). (5.1)
To each tropical polynomial one can associate the set of tropical zeros Z(p): it consists of those points of Rd , where the
minimum in (5.1) is attained at least once; this is precisely the locus of the points where the function fails to be linear.
The tropical line is a set of tropical zeros of a tropical linear function in two variables, that is Z(c ⊕ a  x ⊕ b  y).
An example of a tropical line is shown on the left hand side of Fig. 5.1. It is easy to see that all the tropical lines are obtained
from this example by parallel translations. More generally, a tropical hyperplane is a set of tropical zeros of a tropical linear
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function in d variables, that is Z(c ⊕ a1  x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ad  xd). An example of a tropical hyperplane is shown on the right
hand side of Fig. 5.1. Again, all tropical hyperplanes are parallel translates of this example.
Given a point conﬁguration S in Rd and a tropical hyperplane H , let p(H, S) denote the (d + 1)-tuple recording the
distribution of points from S in the open cones Rd \ H . Of course, here we need to choose an order on the connected
components of Rd \ H ; for our purposes any ﬁxed (independent on H) order will do.
Theorem 5.1. Assume S is a collection of n points in Rd.
(1) If the points of S are in general position, then there exists a tropical hyperplane H, such that p(H, S) = ( nd+1 , . . . ,  nd+1 ).
(2) Assume again the points of S are in general position. For an arbitrary ordered partition π = (π1, . . . ,πd+1) ∈ Zd+10 , such that
π1 + · · · +πd+1 = n, there exists a tropical hyperplane Hπ , such that p(Hπ , S) = π .
Proof. For an arbitrary positive number N , let N denote the simplex whose vertices have coordinates (N,0, . . . ,0),
(0,N,0, . . . ,0), . . . , (0, . . . ,0,N), and (−N, . . . ,−N). Assume ﬁrst the points in S are in general position. Obviously, for
suﬃciently large N the points from S will lie in the interior of N . Furthermore, the combinatorial type of the stratiﬁcation
of N by the discriminants of points from S , stabilizes for large N as well. The statements (1) and (2) follow immediately
from the analogous simplicial statements of Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. 
5.2. Fast barycentric embedding of a 0-dimensional subcomplex
Let us now return to the question of fast barycentric embeddings which was considered in the Introduction. We restrict
ourselves to the case dim L = 0. The case dim L  1 is more complicated, see [8] for some conjectures.
When dim L = 0, L is just a ﬁnite set of points. Assume that |L| = n, that K = d is a d-simplex, and that all the points
from L lie in the interior of K . If the points of L are in general position, then, by Corollary 3.6 there exists a point a ∈ int K ,
such that all the points of L are contained in the interiors of the d-simplices 1, . . . ,d+1 of sd(K ,a), and each of these
open d-simplices contains at most  nd+1  points from L. Furthermore, since the locus of all such points a is an open set, we
can pick a so that the points L ∩i are in general position inside i , for every i = 1, . . . ,d + 1.
Proposition 5.2. Assume dim L = 0, K = d, |L| ⊂ int K , and points of L are in general position in K , then there exists an iterated
barycentric subdivision bdt K , where t = log(d+1)! n + 1, such that L is a subcomplex of bdt K .
Note that for d = 1, we have the precise bound of t = log2 n + 1.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Iterate the subdivision procedure above using the standard presentation of the barycentric subdi-
vision as a sequence of stellar subdivisions, which we mentioned in Section 2.2. 
Assume now that the points from L are not in general position. Then it is possible to perform two barycentric sub-
divisions, after which the points are in general position. Indeed, for the ﬁrst subdivision pick the points in the small
neighborhoods of the actual barycenters. The new faces can be labeled by sequences F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ft , where Fi are
faces of K . In the second subdivision in each such face we pick some point close to the point labeled F0. It is important to
note, that since all the point choices were made up to a small perturbation, we can always achieve that:
(1) all the d-simplices of bd2 K which contain points from L have only new vertices, since all the other d-simplices can be
made arbitrarily small, see Fig. 5.2;
(2) for every d-simplex ρ of bd2 K the points from ρ ∩ L are in general position in ρ .
This leads to the following corollary.
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from L.
Corollary 5.3. Assume dim L = 0, K = d, and |L| ⊂ int K , then there exists an iterated barycentric subdivision bdt K , where t =
log(d+1)! n + 3, such that L is a subcomplex of bdt K .
Proof. The only d-simplices of bd2 K which may contain points from L will be of the form(([d + 1]), ([d + 1] ⊃ Fd), . . . , ([d + 1] ⊃ Fd ⊃ Fd−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F1)). (5.2)
Any d-simplex will be of the form (A1, . . . , Ad+1), where each Ai is an inclusion sequence of i faces of K , and the sequences
are included in each other. If this d-simplex is not of the form (5.2), then there will exist Ai and A j with i 	= j, but with the
same minimal set in the inclusion. By our construction, these two vertices will be arbitrarily close to each other, making the
simplex arbitrarily small; call such a simplex degenerate. We can then make sure all the degenerate simplices containing
Ad+1 do not contain any points from L by taking the corresponding point of the second barycentric subdivision suﬃciently
close to the vertex min Ad+1. 
Finally, let us drop the condition that K is a d-simplex. In this situation the points of L are distributed over several
simplices of K . Still, we can apply the same procedure as before: produce the ﬁrst barycentric subdivision by placing new
points close to the actual barycenters, and then produce the second barycentric subdivision by putting a new point close
to F0 for every simplex indexed with F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ft .
Theorem 5.4. Assume dim L = 0, dim K = m, |L| ⊆ |K |, and for every simplex σ ∈ K the points L ∩ intσ are in general position
in σ . For every i = 0, . . . ,m, let ni = maxσ |L ∩ intσ |, where the maximum is taken over all i-simplices σ ∈ K , and set t := 1 +
maxi=0,...,mlog(i+1)! ni. Then, there exists an iterated barycentric subdivision bdt K , such that L is a subcomplex of bdt K . If the
general position condition is dropped, then there exists an iterated barycentric subdivision bdt+2 K , such that L is a subcomplex of
bdt+2 K .
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Corollary 5.3. For I = {i1, . . . , ip}, we set FI := Fi1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fip . The
q-simplices are now indexed by the q-tuples (FI1 , . . . ,FIq ), where I1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Iq . The volume of the q-simplex will not be
arbitrarily small if in addition the minima min I1, . . . ,min Iq are all different. Hence the top-dimensional nondegenerate
simplices will be of the form ((Ft), (Ft ⊃ Ft−1), . . . , (Ft ⊃ · · · ⊃ F1)). 
5.3. Application to sensor networks
Now we would like to apply our results in the context of sensor networks. Consider the following model. We have
a certain ﬁnite number of sensors in Rd which are modeled as points. In addition we have some other sensors, which we
call master sensors; there should be quite a bit fewer of these, and they are supposed to help to cluster our sensors in some
balanced way. We want to be able to maintain a balanced system of master sensors without introducing too many of these.
Speciﬁcally, the original and the master sensors are points in Rd . The master sensors are vertices of a geometric simplicial
complex K which is the allowed locus of the sensors; without loss of generality, we may choose K to be just a simplex.
Over time, more sensors are added to the network, and we are asked to maintain the system of master sensors so that
every d-simplex in the corresponding triangulation of K has at most r sensors. Small perturbations of sensors are allowed.
One can use our results on stellar equipartitions to approach this model. Whenever a number of sensors in a speciﬁc
d-simplex  reaches r + 1, we simply use our Corollary 3.6 to locate in O (r2) time the center a of the stellar subdivision,
where all the sensors lie in the interiors of the d-simplices of sd(a,), and each d-simplex contains either  r+1d+1  or  r+1d+1 
sensors. If the sensors are not in general position we simply perturb them slightly, so that Corollary 3.6 can be applied.
To get a clean bound on the number of master sensors, assume K is just a d-simplex and we started with d + 1 master
sensors – the vertices of K ; the generalization to an arbitrary K is straightforward. As a result of our subdivision procedure
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which we introduced, then t := 1 + md is the number of d-simplices in the ﬁnal subdivision (each new master sensor
increases the number of d-simplices by d). Denoting by n the number of sensors, we obtain the bound
tr  n t
⌊
r + 1
d + 1
⌋
,
and hence we get the following bound for the number of master sensors
n/(r + 1)/(d + 1) − 1
d
m n− r
rd
,
which implies weaker but simpler bound
n(d + 1)
(r − d)d m
n− r
rd
.
6. Final remarks and open questions
In this section we summarize the open questions, some of which have already appeared scattered throughout the text.
Open Problem 6.1.
(a) Given 6t points in a triangle, how many iterated barycentric subdivisions will it take in the worst case to incorporate
all the points as vertices?
(b) The same question for ((d + 1)!)t points in a d-simplex.
(c) The same question for n points in a d-simplex.
(d) The same questions in the tropical setting.
The results of Section 5.2 show that the answer in (a) and in (b) is less than or equal to t + 3. For (a), notice that the
t-th barycentric subdivision has 1+ 32 · 2t + 12 · 6t vertices, from which 1− 32 · 2t + 12 · 6t are internal ones. For (b), we notice
that one can show that the t-th barycentric subdivision has fewer than ((d + 1)!)t vertices. This implies that the answer in
both cases is somewhere between t + 1 and t + 3. In fact, we believe it is the same answer.
Open Problem 6.2. Compute η(d, L), where L is the chromatic subdivision of the d-simplex, see Section 1.
Open Problem 6.3. Prove the tropical analog of Theorem 4.2.
This might be not too hard. Unfortunately, our proof of the simplicial case uses volume estimates which do not generalize
in a straightforward way to the tropical (inﬁnite) case.
Open Problem 6.4. Give a more combinatorial description of the stellar discriminant and understand its topological proper-
ties in the spirit of arrangement theory.
It would be nice to have a presentation as a union of simple pieces, and it would be nice to have some combinatorial
control as to how these pieces intersect.
Open Problem 6.5. Describe the locus of point conﬁgurations for which the stellar equipartition exists.
The last problem is probably quite hard and is meant to be sort of a guiding beacon. Further conjectures can be found
in [8].
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